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A study is made of the magnetoelectric effect in antiferromagnets and ferrimagnets with two 
sublattices. Conclusions are drawn about the possibility of the existence of this effect in all 
possible antiferromagnetic structures. Formulas are derived for the energy spectrum of the 
spin waves in rhombohedral antiferromagnets of the Cr20 3 and Ti20 3 type; account is taken 
of the magnetoelectric energy, and in the latter case also of magnetoelastic energy. A dis
cussion is given of the influence of the electric field on the antiferromagnetic resonance fre
quency in the "magnetoelectrics" under consideration. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WE consider an antiferromagnet with a collinear 
or slightly noncollinear ground-state structure, 
which can be described by two magnetic sublattices 
with local magnetizations M1 and M2• We intro
duce the total magnetic-moment density vector 
M = M1 + M2 and the antiferromagnetism vector 
L = M1 - M2; these are connected through the con
ditions ML = 0 and M2 + L2 = Lij, where L0 = 2M0 

is the maximum value of the modulus of L. Using 
the concept of the parity of an antiferromagnetic 
structure (a. s.), introduced by Turov[ 1], we in
troduce the following classification of antiferro
magnets. 1> First we separate them into two 
groups on the basis of whether the a. s. is even or 
odd with respect to all crystallochemical transla
tions T of the lattice. In an a. s. of the first 
group, there can exist various effects ( static and 
kinetic) caused by the presence of a preferred 
axis of antiferromagnetism. Hereafter we shall 
consider only such a. s. We subdivide these, in 
turn, into two subgroups: into structures even or 
odd with respect to a center of inversion I. We 
shall enumerate effects, related to antiferromag
netic ordering, which can exist in an a. s. of one 
or another of the indicated subgroups. 

A. For a. s. even with respect to a center of 
inversion: 

1) Weak ferromagnetism[ 2' 1J, determined by 
the relation 

l)An a. s. is called even or odd with respect to a symmetry 
element n according as the operator n connects sites with 
parallel or antiparallel spins·. The parity is recorded by indices 
plus or minus, respectively, on n (n+ or n-). 

Ma.=Da.~L~. 

2) Piezomagnetism[ 3, 4J, 

where rT is the elastic-stress tensor. 
3) The even magnetoelectric effectC 4J, 

Ma. - Ba.~v6L~EvE6 

where E is the electric field. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

4) Certain kinetic ( galvano- and thermomag
netic) effects, which can be derived from the 
general relation between fluxes j and forces F, 
namely 

Fa= Pa~(H, M, L)h, ( 1.4) 

by separating out the terms linear in L in the ex
pansion of p in components of the vectors H, M, 
and L. [SJ 

B. For a. s. odd with respect to a center of 
inversion: 

1) The magnetoelectric effect [ 6- 11 J, 

Ma. = G(l.~vLBEv. (1.5) 

2) The piezomagnetoelectric effect[ 10], 

Ma. = Jto.By6eLBGv6Ee. (1.6) 

3) The gyroelectric effect ( rotation of the 
specimen with angular velocity n in an external 
electric field[ 10J ), 

( 1. 7) 

In the presence of a center of symmetry in the 
crystal, effects of types A and B are mutually ex
clusive. But if there is no center of symmetry, 
then in the given a. s. effects of both types may 
exist simultaneously. 
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The present work treats the magnetoelectric 
effect ( m. e.) in antiferromagnetic crystals with 
two magnetic sublattices. It investigates the pos
sibility of existence of the effect in various types 
of a. s. For the case of the rhombohedral anti
ferromagnets Cr20 3 and Ti20 3, the spin-wave 
spectrum is calculated; account is taken of the 
magnetoelectric energy, and the influence of an 
electric field on the antiferromagnetic resonance 
frequency is considered. 

2. SYMMETRY OF THE MAGNETOELECTRIC 
COEFFICIENTS 

The magnetoelectric coefficients are determined 
either by formula (1.5) or by the following expres
sion for the thermodynamic potential responsible 
for the m. e.: 

(2.1) 

where P is the electric polarization vector. On 
the basis of the transformation properties of the 
parameters that occur in these formulas, it is 
easy to derive the explicit form of the coefficients 
y (or G) for all possible a. s. We shall not give 
the corresponding table of all magnetoelectric ten
sors (it will be published later). We shall merely 
carry out certain deductions from the results thus 
obtained. 

If a center of inversion is present in the crys
tal, the m. e. can exist in antiferromagnets of an 
arbitrary crystallographic class, without exception, 
if their structure is odd with respect to this center 
of inversion (these include a. s. of the triclinic 
syngony and crystals of the cubic classes T and 
Th, in which effects of type A in general cannot 
occur; see [ 1•4•5J). 

In case a center of symmetry is absent, the 
m. e. can be observed both in pure antiferromag
nets and also in ferrimagnets, that is in substances 
with crystallographically nonequivalent magnetic 
sublattices. In the latter, the effect will manifest 
itself in a change of the already present sponta
neous magnetic moment. 2l In the presence of a 
compensation point in the ferrimagnet, it will be 
possible to observe a shift of this point in one or 
the other direction under the influence of an elec
tric field. In pure antiferromagnets, in this case, 

2lwe remark that the m. e. can be detected also simply in a 
ferromagnet in which there is no center of symmetry. The change 
of magnetization 11M under the influence of an electric field 
will in this case be determined by 

/'J.M,. = G'a.prM~r· 

the m. e. can be observed against the background 
of the weak ferromagnetic moment (1.1). Such a 
phenomenon was recently observed experimentally 
by Rado [ 12] in an orthorhombic compound without a 
center of symmetry, Ga2_xFex03 (with x close to 
unity). The symmetry of this crystal is evidently 
described by the space group C~v; or according to 
the terminology of Turov[ 1' 13], here the structure 
0";(2yO"~ occurs, with L II y. 3> 

The m. e. was first observed by AstrovC 7J in 
the antiferromagnet Cr20 3, which has the structure 
3~2~1- and is in the state with L II z. Then this 
effect was observed by Al'shin and Astrov[ttJ in 
titanium oxide, Ti20 3• Crystallographically this 
compound is isomorphic with chromic oxide. 
From this it follows that Ti20 3 has either the 
structure (a) 3i2~I- or the structure (b) 3i2;(1-. 
In [tt], on the basis of measurements of the m. e., 
the conclusion is drawn that the vector L more 
probably lies in the basal plane than along the 
trigonal axis. The paper of Al'shin and Astrov [tt] 
was followed soon by the work of Abrahams [ 14], 

in which, on the basis of neutron diffraction 
studies, the conclusion is drawn that the a. s. of 
titanium oxide is like that of a Fe20 3 in the temper
ature range 250° K < T < 950° K; that is, the struc
ture present is 3~2~1+, L 1 z. This is in direct 
contradiction with the results of [ tt], since in such 
an a. s. (even with respect to I) the m. e. cannot 
exist. In this connection, in our judgment, there is 
a need for verification of the results of both re
searches. 

We shall give the formulas that determine the 
m. e. for substances in which structure (a) or (b) 
occurs and which are in the state with L 1 z. 4> 

+ - -
Structure 3z2xl , state E 1 z. The longitudinal 

and transverse components of the magnetic moment 
with respect to the direction of E (the longitudinal 
and transverse effects) have here the following 
form: 

Mn = G,LE sin (3q>E + (J>EL), 

Af.l..(xy) = G,LE COS (3q>E + (J>EL), M.L(z) = GzLE COS !J>EL· 

(2.2) 
Structure 3i2~1-, state E II z: 

M11 =0, M.l..(xy) = GaLE cos (J>ML· (2.3) 

3 )Whereas in the consideration of effects of type A the sym
bol 2 ± denotes both an axis of second order and a plane of 
symmetry a±, in the case of effects of type B the symbol a± 
corresponds to the symbol 2 +. 

4li'he structures (a) and (b) considered correspond to the 
structures (c) and (b) considered by Abrahams (see[14], Fig. 3). 
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Structure 3;2;r-, state E 1 z: 

M11 =- G/LE cos (3<pE +<pEL), 

MJ..<"-Y) = Gt'LE sin (3<pE +<pEL), MJ..<z) =--= G3'LE sin (j)EL· 

(2.4) 

Structure 3~2~1-, state E II z: 

The magnetoelectric energy will be defined here 
by five constants Yi: 

3Cme=- {yt[ (MxLy + M"Lx)Px + (MxLx- MyLy)Py] 
-t-yzMz (LxPx + L,Py) + '\'3(MxPx + llfyPy)L, 

+ y~,.(MxLx + MyLy)Pz + '\'5MzLzP,}. (3.4) 

We investigate two cases, when L II z and when 
(2.5) L 1 z. 

Here cpE determines the direction of E with re
spect to x in the basal plane, and cpmn is the 
angle between the vectors m and n. The index 
( xy) denotes the plane in which the given vector 
lies. 

If in Cr2C>:J, independently of the orientation of 
the electric field, only the longitudinal effect with 
respect to the direction of E is observable 
( M1 = 0) (see also [1] ), here the picture is dif
ferent. On the contrary, when E II z, M1 -,= 0 but 
M11 = 0; when E 1 z, both the longitudinal and the 
transverse effects can occur. Formulas (2.2), 
(2.3) and (2.4), (2.5) involve different angular de
pendences of the effect at corresponding directions. 
This, in turn, gives a possibility of determining 
from the m. e. (if one already knows the direction 
of the twofold axis) which of the two indicated 
structures, (a) or (b), is realized in the given 
rhombohedral antiferromagnet; that is, of deter
mining the parity of the a. s. with respect to the 
second-order axis. 

3. SPIN-WAVE SPECTRUM OF "MAGNETO
ELECTRICS." RESONANCE FREQUENCIES. 

We consider in more detail the m. e. in rhom
bohedral antiferromagnets with the structure 
3~2;{1-. The energy density in this case can be 
expressed as 

;;e = :;em+ ;;eel+ ;;e me 

The magnetic energy is 

;;e = _1_ AMZ + 1 bL z- MH 1_A oM a. oM a. 
m 2 2 z + 2 ~ .. or~ ory 

(3.1) 

1 aLa. aLa. aL~ aM~ +-- B~ .. ----+ Pa.~vMa.-- + qa.~vLa.---, (3.2) 
2 or~ ory ory ory 

where A and b are the parameters of exchange 
interaction and of magnetic anisotropy. The last 
two inhomogeneous terms can occur only in the 
case of substances in which effects of type B are 
possible. 

The electric energy is 

where K 1 and K2 are the components of the inverse 
dielectric susceptibility tensor. 

1. For the state with L II z, which is realized 
in Cr20 3, we get the following equilibrium values 
for the magnetization and the electric polarization: 

M,<0l = 0, 

(3.5) 

When E II z and H II z, the spin-wave spectrum 
will have the form 

ek(!,Z) = ~t{[HE(HA + Hk') ]'!• + (H + Hme)}. (3.6) 

Here HE = AL0, HA = bL0; 

Hme= aE, a= (ys- y;.)Lo I xz, (3. 7) 

Hk' = Lo[ (BJ.. + N I A) (ki + ky2 ) + (Bz- /z2 I A)k.Z], 

(3.8) 

where B1 = Bxx = Byy• Bz = Bzz• ft = fxxy = fxyx 
= fyxx = - fyyy• f2 = fxxz = fyyz; in the present case, 
fa{3y = Pa{3y - qa{3y · 

As we see, calculation of the last two terms in 
(3. 2) leads to certain additions to the coefficients 
Baf3 in (3.8). Here the conditions B1 + fU A> 0 
and Bz - f~ I A > 0 must be satisfied, since other
wise the state with a uniform distribution of M 
and L proves to be unstable. 

From the expression for the thermodynamic 
potential, 

Q = kT ~ ln [ 1 - exp (-~) J 
kJ kT 

it is easy to find the temperature dependence of 
the m. e. modulus a, defined by the relation Mz 
= aEz: 

f}Q 
Mz =- oH = axuEz, (3. 9) 

that is, a depends on T in the same way as does 
the susceptibility x II· A similar result in the 
molecular-field approximation was obtained by 
Rado[ 9• 10J. Such a dependence agrees well with 
experimental data. 

2. We consider the state with L 1 z, which 
probably occurs in Ti20 3 (with the reservations 
stated above). If in such a substance the anisot-
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ropy in the basal plane is small, then, as is known, 
one of the branches of the spin-wave spectrum 
lacks in this case the usual gap connected with 
magnetic anisotropy energy[ 13], and there occurs 
only a gap of magnetostrictive origin[ 15 •16]. 

Therefore in the complete Hamiltonian (3.1) it is 
necessary to include the energy of magneto
striction, 

(3.10) 

and the energy of the elastic subsystem, 

Here we have gone over to a new system of coor
dinates XYz, rotated with respect to the old 
through an angle q; about the z axis, so that now 
H II X. 

The values of the equilibrium deformations 
u~b are given in the Appendix. We consider only 

the diagonal components of the stress tensor with 
respect to the new system of coordinates. Thus 
we get the following expressions for the energy of 
the spin waves: 

{ HEH22 
ek\')2 = ~t2 HE(Ht+Hk)----sin2 3cp 

4HA 

(3.13) 

ek<2l2 = JL2 { HE(HA + Hk) ( 1- :::2) + HEH3- HAH4 

+ ~22 sin2 3cp + Hme' (Hme' +H)}, (3.14) 

where the effective magnetoelectric field is 

lime'= a'(Excos3c:p-Eysin3cp), 

, VtLo a=---; 
Xt 

(3.15) 

Hk coincides with Hk of (3.8) when fi = 0 (here 
we have disregarded in (3.2) the terms linear in 
the gradients). For the values of the magneto
striction fields Hi ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4), see the Appen
dix. 

Now we can at once write the formulas for the 
antiferromagnetic resonance frequencies (at 
H = 0): 

(3.11) 

where Uaf3 is the elastic deformation tensor 
(explicit expressions for these energies are given 
in the Appendix). 

When H lies in the basal plane at angle q; to the 
x axis, minimization of the total energy-which 
consists of the expressions (3.1), (3.10), and (3.11) 
-with respect to the parameters Ma, La, Pa, 
and ua{3 leads to the following equilibrium values 
of these parameters: M II H, L R;j L0, L 1 H, 

(3.12) 

in the case L II z, and 

ro12 = V2 (HEHt + 4Hm:2) (3.17) 

in the case L 1 z (the low-frequency branch). In 
(3.17) we have omitted the anisotropic magneto
striction term (determined by the field H2), 

since it is small in comparison with the first 
(isotropic) term [ 16 ' 17]. 

We introduce a certain limiting electric field 
Ez, at which the magnetoelectric terms in (3.16) 
and (3.17) become comparable with the size of the 
gap determined by the first term in these expres
sions. At values close to Ez, the electric field 
will have an appreciable influence on the antiferro
magnetic resonance frequency 5>. In the first case, 
L II z, this relates to the region of unattainably 
large fields E?) = HEA/a ~ 108 v/cm 

( HEA R;j 60 kOe[ 13], a ~ 10-1 [ 7J). In the second 

case L 1 z E(II) R;j ( HEH1)V 2/2a'· that is E(II) 
' ' l ' ' l 

may be appreciably smaller than E \I), since 

usually H1 « HA [ 16 • 17]. 

The magnetoelectric part of the gap in (3.17) 
depends both on the magnitude of the field E and 
on the angle q;. The specific anisotropy of this 

S)Date, Kanamori, and Tachiki[18], to elucidate the mechanism 
of the m. e., investigated experimentally the influence of an 
electric field on the paramagnetic resonance frequency in Cr20 3 

(see also[19]). 
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gap, determined by formula (3.15), is also favor
able to a separation of it against the background 
of the magnetoelastic gap. Furthermore, in the 
experimental observation of the influence of an 
electric field on the resonance frequency, the 
magnetostriction gap can first be diminished 
either by application of external stresses [in 
definite directions, see (A.3) and (A.5)], or by 
introduction of definite impurities, which would 
show an effect similar to that of stresses. Thus 
in uniaxial antiferromagnets in which the m. e. 
exists and the axis of antiferromagnetism lies in 
the basal plane, there is a substantial possibility 
of observing experimentally the dependence of the 
antiferromagnetic resonance frequency on the ex
ternal electric field. 

The author is grateful to E. A. Turov for his 
interest in the work and for his comments, and to 
A. S. Borovik-Romanov for discussion of certain 
results. 

APPENDIX 

The expressions :Jfms and :Jtel for the case of 
a rhombohedral antiferromagnet have the following 
form: 

:Jt ms = ( dtLx2 + d~y2 + d<JLi + d;,LyLz) Uxx 

+ (d~i + dtLy2 + d<JLz2 - d;,LyLz) Uyy 

+ [ d4 (Lx2 + Ly2) + d1Lz2] Uzz + [ ds (Li- Ly2) 

+ dsLyLz] Uyz + (2dsLxLy + dsL,Lx) Uz:r. 

+ [2(d,- d2)LxLy + 2dsLzLx]Uxy, 

1'11' - e, 2 2 es 2 
U~et- - 2-(uxx + Uyy) + e2Uxx Uyy +- Uzz 

' 2 

(A.1) 

+e4(Uxx+Uyy)Uzz +(et-e2)Uxl+ e~ (Uyz2+Uzx2 ) 

+ es(UxxUyz - Uyy Uyz + 2Uxy Uzx)- Ua~ Ga~. (A.2) 

The equilibrium values of u~b are: 

Uxx<O> = _ Lo2 { (ed)+ + (ed)_) 
YY 2 \ (ee)+ (ee)_ 

es 1 
+ 2 (ee)- (axx- Gyy) + 2 (ee)+ [cs(axx + crn) 

- 2e4<rzz], 

(o) __ L 2 [ed]+ + (et + e2)a,,- e4(<rxx + Gyy) 
Uzz - 0 , 

(ec)+ (ee)+ 

Uy,<0> = b cos &p, Uzx<0> = b sin 3<p, Uxr<0> = 0, 

[ed]_ e6 
6 = Lo2-(-) ___ (_)_ (axx- <ryy); 

ec - ee -
(A.3) 

here the following notation has been introduced: 

(en)+= e3(n1 + n2) - 2e4n4, (en)-= cs(n,- n2) - 2esns, 

[np)+= (n,+n2)p4- (Pt+P2)n4, [npJ-= (nt-n2)Pe 

- (p, - p2) ns, 

n, p == e, d. (A.4) 

The values of the effective magnetostriction fields 
are the following: 

H1 = 2Lo[ (dt- d2) (uxx<0>- Uyy<0>) + 2ds6], 

H2 = 2Lo[ds(uxx<0>- Uyy<0>) + ds.S], 

H3 = 2Lo[ (d3- ch) Uxx<0> + (d3- dt) Uyy<0> 

+ (d7- d4)Uzz<0> + ds.S], 

H~, = 2Lo[ d2uxx<0> + dtUyy<0> + d4Uzz<0>- ds.S]. (A. 5) 
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